
Minutes to NHOWL Meeting
09/06/2022

Zoom session
Present: Julie Brewer (Chairperson), Gregor, Kerry, Petria, Larissa, Ian and Julie G
Minutes of last meeting:  Approved by Petria; seconded by Julie B

Summary of meeting with SHOWL re: Networking Day

Kerry summarized the meeting.

1. Each OWL group will pay £100 to cover the cost of Fairburn 
2. Signage:  

a. Each workshop will have laminated A-4 cards and sharpie pens to direct guests how 
to get to their area  Action Point:  Julie G

b. Juliette will put signs in Marybank and outwith Fairburn
3. The Courtyard: 

a. Julie B will create the display board showing photos of what OWL does; she is 
inviting people to send her in photos that they have Action Point:  Julie B

b. Eilidh Malcolm is bringing up new OWL resources; she needs a 7:30 pick-up at Black 
Rock Gorge   

c. Each OWL group will bring their own whiteboard/flipboard to write out their 
activities and times; any workshops that have limited numbers will need to have the 
spaces delineated under their workshop in order for people to sign up  Action Point: 
Kerry, Ian, Larissa and Gregor

d.  Each group manages their own board, writing the morning activities first changing 
the boards to the afternoon workshops during lunch   Action Point:  Kerry, Ian, 
Larissa and Gregor

e. Gregor is bringing the awning Action Point:  Gregor  
f. Everyone has been asked to bring their pump flasks so we can offer tea and coffee 

as people arrive   Action Point:  Kerry, Julie and anyone else who has one
g. We have been asked to bring our all first aid kits  Action point:  all

4. Welcome:  
a. Rachel and Juliette will give a short welcome   
b. Eilidh Malcolm will say a bit about how OWL works  
c. Bonnie might want to say something   

5. Food  
a. SHOWL are bringing biscuits  
b. NHOWL are making the fires at lunch time, though people are bringing their own 

lunch it was decided that NHOWL would bring along the wherewithal for people to 
make damper bread, jam, butter and by special request—garlic  Action Point:  Kerry 
and Julie

6. Workshop locations will be:  
a. Kerry and Gregor’s--the big dip behind the fire area  
b. Ian’s—big dip area below the fire area    
c. Larissa—where she was before, near the Teepee area

7. Evaluation sheet and QR code—Rachel is doing this



Creeping Toad

1. Gregor sent out to all attendees (whose e-mails he could read) the list of ideas and cards 
Gordon made to summarize the workshops  (Thanks to Larissa? Who put in photos to match 
the list of ideas); Gregor then sent these follow up cards and ideas for activities to the 
NHOWL committee

2. Gordon’s workshop got feedback on the day, which Larissa shared with us  
(My question:  Did Gordon hear the feedback?  I know he’d appreciate hearing it. )  

Several ideas that melded together as one discussion

Julie B asked if she could do her workshop in Evanton Woods, which of course, we all agreed would 
be fine.  

This led to a discussion about getting more members in the North again, about focusing our effort at 
the beginning of next year on this and the possibility of holding an event up in the North 
(Somewhere close to the populated areas—Wick or Thurso?) later in the Spring after a concerted 
effort to get in touch with people who work in the North.  

Julie B reminded us of the large number of people attending NHOWL meetings at the start and how 
most have fallen away—a subtle way of saying that we need to put events on and efforts in this area
as well.

Julie G stated that she thought we were holding too many meetings, that SHOWL as a committee 
only meet 4 times a year.  (Not very helpful, really.  We are still OWL babies; SHOWL are wiser.)

Date for next meeting:

Thursday, 1 September at 7:00 on Zoom
Agenda so far:  next two workshops, following year, recap of networking day and kit for the more 
Northerly NHOWL members


